
Items to do Y/N

1

Check that the propeller is properly installed
before takeoff (Quad-rotors: the nose is forward,
and the upper right corner rotates
counterclockwise for the No. 1 Motor.) The upper
left corner is the No. 2 motor, which rotates
clockwise. The lower left corner is the No. 3
motor, which rotates counterclockwise. The lower
right corner is the No. 4 motor, which rotates
clockwise.)

  Y   N

2
Check whether the locking buckle of each arm is
tight and whether the screw connector is securely
installed

  Y   N

3

Calibration of aircraft compass before flight
before first use or after transport longer than
600 kilometers, calibration method refers to
aircraft user manual

  Y   N

4

Use the Motul-710-2T 2 stoke oil or JASO FD ISO-L-
EGD grade. Check that the gasoline/oil is mixed at
a 25:1 scale.
Confirm that gasoline/E10 ethanol gasoline is
labeled #95 or higher. The fuel is light green
after mixing if using Motul oil.

  Y   N

5

Total takeoff weight not exceeding:
18 kg for H2
20 kg for H2plus
23 kg for A2/H2plus Agriculture

  Y   N

6

Fill in fuel, pesticide and check the liquid
leakage.Power on first remote control, and then
the aircraft. Wait for the flight control
initialization until the flight control green
light flashes, do not move or touch the drone
during initializing.

  Y   N

7 Battery voltage is higher than 49 volts   Y   N

8

Engine three-position switch to the middle "idle"
position, engine controller LED is green. Push
carburetor primer pump, until no air in both the
blue and yellow fuel lines.

  Y   N

9 Red air filter is in right place, clean and dry.   Y   N

10
Start the engine. The three-position switch is in
the "Run" position. Monitor the voltage between
the 49~50 volts. Run 1 minute to warm up.

  Y   N

11

12

Fly and Daily Inspection Checklist

Before
takeoff

Fly

Monitor voltage during flight. Set parameters in FC (warning when
<46 Volts and return to home when <45 volts).

Fuel ran out may completely damage H2. Monitor fuel level with
given sensor and return when <20%. DISPLAY is optional for fuel
level sensor incompatible flight controllers like DjiA3
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Long-
term

storage

At the end of the operation season, empty the fuel tank, push the
carburetor primer pump to empty the fuel.

Remove the spark plug, drop a few drops of oil into the cylinder,
and install the spark plugs back.

Wrap the engine in a plastic bag in the box and keep it in a cool
place.

Remove two Lipo batteries, discharge the batteries to 3.8 - 3.9
volts per cell (approximately 50%), and store in a cool, insulated
place.

Inspect
ion
after
daily
use

Check the exhaust pipe bolts with an exhaust hexagonal wrench after
daily operation

Red air filter is in right place, clean and dry

Balance charge battery after daily operation

Every 25 hours of operation (about 3-5 days of work) replace the
spark plugs using spark plug wrench. Tightening force and
disassembly downforce is equivalent. Note that the spark plug
washer is installed and the red coil is compacted

Every 25 hours of operation (about 3-5 days of work) replace air
filter and fasten bolts between air filter and carburetor.

Every 50 hours of operation (about 8-10 days of work) replace the
fuel filter (white wool feel) on the blue lien in tank.

Fly

STOP.Be sure to have H2 cool down for 30 seconds at “idle” after
landing.The three-position switch to “stop”. H2 will stop.


